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NEW TWIG STAFF
With a feeling of regret decidedly tinged with relief, the old

staff turns the publication of THE TWIG, over to a1'new one. It
has been valuable experience for all those who have cooperated
in putting out this year's TWIG and we_ar.e grateful for.the op-
portunity of participating in this campus activity. Although
we know our achievements to be small, we value the year's work
for the pleasant relationships it has fostered and the .fun it has
given us. Every member of the faculty and student body i have co-
operated remarkably well in this activity and the staffAis indeed
grateful.

If the columns of THE TWIG have sometimes waxed a little
dull, somewhat foolish, or a trifle vituperative, we beg your for-
giveness for ourselves, and indulgence for next year's staff, who
will, being human, undoubtedly make some of the same mistakes.
We trust, however, that they will not be so numerous.

It has not been an uninteresting year, if an uneventful one.
Happenings recorded in THE Twic? have been of the same order
as those of former years, but a few changes have set this apart in
some measure. Chief among them is the bare shadow of a more
liberal spirit in regard to social regulations-—it is the changing,
not of actual rules, but of a rather elusive attitude which is,un-
doubtedly felt by hopeful students as well as doubtful faculty
members and has been'brought about by a more assertive student
council and by changes in the administration. There has been too,
a more progressive program adopted as to increasing the student
bod)' for coming years and although many violently disapprove
of the manner in which it has been done, the fact remains that a
more practical view has been adopted. A hockey field has been
built (an activity \vhicli is 'perhaps not so valuable in itself as in
the fact that it shows what can be done by an energetic group
of students), new courses have been added, and some old ones
have been eliminated. Not all of these changes meet with the ap-
proval of both faculty and students, but none can deny that the
motion is forward, rather than backward.

THE TWIG is proud of the year's progress Meredith has made,
and the old staff turns over its duties to the new with the best of
wishes and the fervent hope that it will see next year even more
.good come to Meredith than has come in this. .
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A BEETLE'S EYE ,
VIEW OF MAY- DAY

The beetles in the grove were par-
ticularly excited. As a matter of fact,
they hadn't been able to sleep a wink
all night—bu£ after all, a 'beetle al-
ways has insomnia on the thirtieth
day of April in a year that.just follows
Leap Year. , .

These particular beetles, however,
had a particularly good reason" for
being particularly excited. Not .only
was it May Daj, but it was May Day
at Meredith, and to be a beetle in
the grove when it is May Day at
Meredith is the apex of a beetle's para-
dise. On this particular May Day at
Msredith there was to be a particu-
larly gorgeous May Day festival. A
Mother Goose parade—no less—and a
Brown May queen. These, beetles had
never seen a brown May queen before;
so who can blame them for being par-
ticularly excited.

The parade, too, was going to be a
panagora of parades. One of the
beetles who live 'by, the gym had met
one of the beetles who live in the grove
half way in the grass circle at the end
of the drive and had told the most
fantastic tales imaginable about what
was going to happen. Little Boy Blue
was going to wake up and perform
a dance while he looked for his—er
—live stock, and Jack-be-Nimble was
going to jump over his candlestick—
right before everybody, and all of
the four-and-twenty blackbirds were
going to be baked in a pie (actually!)
and then were going to come hopping
out to trip the light fantastic in true
black-bird fashion. Besides that,
Simple Simon was going to be there,
buying pies, and Mary Quite Con-
trary was going to water her garden,
and Jack and Jill were going to go
up the hill', and of course the May
Pole dancers were going to be there
and: lots of others too and—

The beetle who lived in the grove
never heard what was going to happen
next, because the beetle who lived
near the gym turned up his toes to
the daisies and expired. The ex-
citement had proved too much for his
heart.

The beetles who live in the grove
buzzed in anticipation. They even
lorgot to knit their beetling brows
(an astounding phenomenon) and they
hurried around with most un-beetle-
like smiles on their faces. Even the
old beetle grand-daddies waxed gay
and became as giddy as they had been
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•I Am Beloved . . . I Am Beloved . . .
fly RUTH AEfiRNETHY
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Alack, Alack
By KATE COK/.VCmV

in their youth. One of them even
aspired to crooning Mendelsohn's
'Spring Song" but gave it up when
le discovered that even its own mother
wouldn't recognize the tune.

The hour approached. The beetles
arranged themselves in the trees so
they could see everything. The baby
beetles' bonnets were straight. The
papa beetles' shoes were polished. The
mama beetles' dresses were starched.

And then what happened! Haven't
you heard ?

Dorothy Green.

Elections.
COMMENTS

The Meredith student
bccly is to .be congratulated on the
spirit in which the recent elections have
Lean conducted. With the election of
officers at other colleges we note much
complaint by the students as to "rot-
ten politics." The relative quietness of
the elections is, not, I think, indicative
of an indifferent attitude but is indic-
at ive of an unprejudiced attitude and
;v desire • on the part of the students
lo conduct fair and orderly elections,

It has not been so long since I
read a most remarkable formula for
beauty." A" well-meaning lady says,
"Forget wMt your looking-glass tells
you, but s'ay'tb 'yourself a dozen times
a day, 'I am beloved.' No woman who
actually believes that she is precious
in the eyes of another can walk un-
gracefully, or live without charm." I
told this to Mary Johnson and she
maintained a definite calm whilst we
ironed it out.

In the first place, if we stopped the
whole of twelve times a day to say,
"I am beloved" it would take a lot
of valuable time. Mary Johnson said
she!.would continually lose count and
could never be sure at the end of
the day whether she'd said it twelve
or thirteen times. On the other hand,
if you forget once, you'd have to start
all over. Twelve times a day for
seven days is eighty-four. That means
you'd go around saying, "I am beloved"
thirty thousand six hundred and sixty
imes a year, with a few extra thrown
n for leap year. If you have ever
ried saying something over and over

again you remember you came Out the
wrong end. It's very likely that if
you start out saying, "I am beloved"
for sweet beauty's sake, you will end
.ip with some such tender phrase as,
'Ham's blood." If "Ham's blood" can
make your step sprightly and your
hair glow, I'll have to hand it to
the lady.

Then, too, it seems a bit weird to
wander around muttering something
nobody can understand. On the other
hand, you can't very well explain, "I
beg your pardon, but I'm just saying a
few tender words to myself so I'll get
a nice walk and a lot of charm.'.'

If you're taking a trip with friends
it would really be rather brazen to
interrupt a discussion of landscape
to say you were beloved, when it
would probably mean nothing at all
to them except to make them look at
each other with well-felt alarm

Lecture. The enthusiastic and
favorable comments made by the stu
dents in regard to the "required lec-
ture" Friday night is evidence of the
truth of the statement made some time
ago in TUB .TWIG that interesting pro-
grams sponsored by the administration
would .be appreciated by' those attend
ing. We are all for more programs of
this type. . . . , :

P.'.vUeges? . . . One of the most dis

Another place where you'd get into

trouble with such a program would be

at home. My grandmother was a

dear lady and she used to say, "Pretty

s as pretty does." But even my grand-;

nother would be upset if I shot in
the house one day murmuring, "I am
beloved." Heaven only knows the
steps the other members of my family
would pursue.

There's another little phrase of the
formula which needs inquiryl That's '
this, "Forget what your looking-glass
tells you," business. It would; seem
to me a pretty hard thing to live under
the delusion that I didn't have freck-
les. Anyway, I know I'd take it hard
if some day I were to draw forth my
compact to touch up my nose a bit
and suddenly realized, the blatant truth.
It's like the kinds of folks Mary John-
son studies about who think they're
Louis Philippes and Joan of Arcs and
George Arlisses. • " .

Worst yet, it certainly has all the
earmarks of rugged conceit. If I
were to think I was beloved I would
hate for anybody to know about it.
If I loped about gleefully murmur-
ins anything like that I have an un-
easy feeling that in less than the nine-
teenth I'd be run out of town.

You ought to remember the Golden
Rule, whatever you do. How would
you like to hear someone awfully close
to you panting "I am beloved" twelve
times a day, eighty-four times a week,
and thirty thousand six hundred and
sixty times a year? Mary Johnson
tried it out on Virginia but some-
thing went askew and Virginia saw
black. I'm perfectly sure Virginia
didn't think she walked any better.

That's about all. As a last touch
I would like to point out that if I
went, around saying it that much I,
would get as dizzy as anything, and
whoever saw anybody look beautiful i
while reeling? Mary Johnson and I
both think the whole thing's.a gag. ,

figuring and childish practices noted
on the campus this year is that of
writing on the walls in the buildings
which were repainted not so long ago.
We keep howling for more privileges,
and complaining because we are treat-
ed like children when our actions in-
dicate that a great number of us are
not grown yet. How can we expect
to be treated like people with discre-
tion -when "we don't use any? . ,.
; Murals. , , . Much commendation
is due Effle Rae Calhoun, a member
of .the senior class, who is painting
the murals in the Senior Parlor, These

will do much towards improving the '

appearance of the parlor as., well as

being valuable in the portrayal of col- <
lege traditions. . . .

Town Girls. . ; . .This year more than
ever the town girls have bean included
on the staff of the various publications.
This will no doubt lead to an increased
interest in college activities by' those'
who do not stay on the Campus. Here-
tofore the town • girls have expressed
the opinion that they felt they did
not have an active part In campus '
affairs.—-F. T.


